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Thought wiped out by climate change,
‘extinct’ snail rediscovered in Seychelles
9 September 2014 / Morgan Erickson-Davis

The Aldabra banded snail was declared extinct in 1997 as one of the world’s rst
recorded direct casualties of climate change. But last month, a monitoring team found a
population on one of the atoll’s islands, surprising the team and giving hope that other
species whose habitats are being degraded by climate change may still be able to cling to
existence.
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Discovery offers ‘incredible second chance’ at species protection
Once plentiful on a tiny coral atoll in the Indian Ocean, the Aldabra banded snail (Rachistia aldabrae) was declared extinct
in 1997 as one of the world’s rst recorded direct casualties of climate change. But last month, a monitoring team found a
population on one of the atoll’s islands, surprising the team and giving hope that other species whose habitats are being
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degraded by climate change may still be able to cling to existence.
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The snail was named after the Aldabra atoll, a UNESCO World Heritage Site that is part of the island nation of Seychelles,
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the capital of which lies 1,500 kilometers (932 miles) off the coast of Southeast Africa. It was declared extinct in a paper
published in Biology Letters in 1997 after extensive searches turned up no evidence of the species’ existence. But on Aug.
23, a staff member with Seychelles Islands Foundation (SIF) – the organization tasked with management and protection of
Aldabra – chanced upon a peculiar snail on a native tree on the island Malabar.
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The Aldabra banded snail (Rachistia aldabrae) is distinctive, with a dark purple shell encircled by pink rings.
Photo by Catherina Onezia, SIF.

“I was bush-bashing through the scrub when I spotted a mysterious snail that I’d never seen before on the island, I was
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very excited!” Junior Skipper Shane Brice told the Seychelles News Agency.
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Brice showed the snail to Senior Ranger Catherina Onezia, and its identity was conrmed by mollusk expert Vincent
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Florens and prominent Seychelles naturalist Pat Matyot.
“When Shane showed me the snail I thought deep down, surely it can’t be the endemic snail!” Onezia told the Seychelles
News Agency. “I only dared to believe it once I checked it out back at the o䌀ce.”
Scientists have linked human-caused climate change to shifting rain patterns in the Seychelles. In particular, the Aldabra
Atoll has dried out signicantly in the past few decades, wiping out suitable habitat for the moisture-loving snails.
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“Decreases in rainfall would have reduced the length of activity periods,” writes Oxford University biologist Justin Gerlach
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in his 1997 paper that declared the species extinct. “This may not have been a major additional cause of mortality to
adults, but the small juveniles would be less able to tolerate the desiccation. Consequently, long dry periods would be
expected to reduce reproductive success, with complete failure in prolonged dry periods.”
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Aldabra atoll forms the largest lagoon in the Indian Ocean. The snail was rediscovered on Malabar, its secondlargest island. Photo by Simisa.

Since Brice stumbled upon the rst individual, several other Aldabra banded snails have been found — including juveniles,
which hadn’t been seen since 1976. While the discovery gives hope that a self-sustaining population still exists on the
island, the species is still under heavy threat from climate change. According to SIF, the species’ rediscovery gives
scientists and conservationists an “incredible second chance to protect and study this historical species in the wild and
ensure that it is not lost again.”
The nd also gives hope for other island species on the precipice of extinction, according to SIF Chief Executive O䌀cer
Frauke Fleischer-Dogley.
“I hope that those of the international community, who are meeting at the third international conference on small island
developing states, take note that their investment is needed to generate such success,” Fleischer-Dogley told the
Seychelles News Agency. “Nature has a resilience that may surprise us.”
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Related articles
The last of her kind: centennial of the death of the world’s last passenger pigeon
(09/01/2014) They once numbered in the billions, 僕�ying 60 miles per hour in 僕�ocks that
darkened the sky. But on September 1, 1914, one hundred years ago today, the last
member of what may have been the most numerous bird species on the planet died in a
cage in the Cincinnati zoo.
Scientists name new endangered species after the company that will decide its fate
(08/24/2014) Scientists have discovered a new snail species near a cement quarry in
Malaysia, which as far as they know lives nowhere else in the world. It lives on a limestone
hill called Kanthan given as a concession to an international company Lafarge. The
cement producer quarries the hill for raw materials. As a result, the scientists have named
the species after the company that will decide if it goes extinct.
Why conservationists need a little hope: saving themselves from becoming the most depressing scientists on the
planet
(08/19/2014) Here’s a challenge: take a conservationist out for a drink and ask them about their work. Nine times out
of ten—or possibly more—you’ll walk away feeling frustrated, despondent, and utterly hopeless. Yet a few
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to save their eld—their life’s work—from slipping into total despair.
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13 newly-discovered birds declared extinct
(08/18/2014) In a recent update of the IUCN Red List, scientists have identied 13 new
bird species that have gone extinct since 1500. In total the list now nds that at least 140
bird species gone extinct in the past ve hundred years, representing 1.3 percent of the
world’s total known birds.
87 new bird species considered threatened with extinction
(07/29/2014) Scientists have added 361 new bird species to the IUCN Red List following a
major taxonomic review of non-passerine birds, i.e. non-perching or non-songbirds.
Worryingly, 87 of these new birds are threatened with extinction, a percentage nearly
double the overall threatened percentage for all birds, which currently sits at 13 percent.
It’s not just extinction: meet defaunation
(07/24/2014) Get ready to learn a new word: defaunation. Fauna is the total collection of
animals—both in terms of species diversity and abundance—in a given area. So,
defaunation, much like deforestation, means the loss of animals in all its myriad forms,
including extinction, extirpation, or population declines.
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